NOUNS  These are things, places or people. If you call it something, it is a noun

EXAMPLE:  Table, dog, Chester, Phil, Claire, happiness, anger.

YOUR 3 EXAMPLES:

ADJECTIVE  Describing words, used to help paint a picture in your head

EXAMPLE:  Big, hot, quick, annoying, hairy, slender, rapid.

YOUR 3 EXAMPLES:

VERB  Doing words, used to show an action, something happening

EXAMPLE:  Run, jog, scream, steal, frustrate, slam, pinch.

YOUR 3 EXAMPLES:

ADVERB  Describes HOW you do something, always has xxxxLY on the end.

EXAMPLE:  Slowly, angrily, forcefully, quickly, stupidly, amazingly.

YOUR 3 EXAMPLES:

METAPHOR  Way of comparing where you say something IS something else

EXAMPLE:  She was a machine. The defender was a brick wall staring him down

YOUR EXAMPLE:

SIMILE  Way of comparing where something is AS or LIKE something else

EXAMPLE:  He was falling like a feather. The cat had eyes as big as plates

YOUR EXAMPLE:

REPETITION  When something is repeated for effect, usually so you remember it

EXAMPLE:  Can we succeed together? Can we make people change their mind?

YOUR EXAMPLE:

PERSONIFICATION  When something that isn’t alive is made to sound like it is

EXAMPLE:  The trees danced in the wind. The street lamps were blinking in the dark.

YOUR EXAMPLE: